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CHAPTERR 2 

THEE BUSINESS CYCLE: EXPLANATIONS AND CONTROVERSIES 

"Any"Any answer in terms of a single cause is sure to be wrong" 
(Schumpeter(1982),, 34) 

11 Introduction 

Theree are significant theoretical controversies regarding both the dominant 
causess and the economic mechanism which generate fluctuations. This 
chapterr highlights the controversy between the endogenous and exogenous 
businesss cycle theories. The endogenous approach is defined here as those 
theoriess that assume the economic system to exhibit persistent fluctuations 
causedd by endogenous relationships. Exogenous cycles are based on the 
assumptionn of a stable, but disturbed, economy, which only displays 
fluctuationss in the presence of exogenous shocks. 

TheThe impulse-propagation problem 
Frisch(1933,, 171) remarks: "we have to distinguish between two 
fundamentalfundamental problems: first the propagation problem; second, the impulse 
problem".problem". The propagation problem describes the structural dynamical 
characteristicss of the system, the impulse problem treats the initial 
disturbancee which distorts the system. An impulse can only lead to 
persistentt fluctuations if the underlying economic structure supports those 
fluctuationss (also see Haberler(1939) and Kyun(1988, 30) who describes it as 
Pigou'ss propagation mechanism). Frisch(1933) concludes that the 'dynamic 
lawss of economics' must show dampened oscillations, founding this theory 
onn the examination of different dynamic economic models and the state of 
mathematics.. It is, therefore, necessary to assume "a stream of erratic shocks 
thatthat constantly upsets the continuous evolution, and by doing so introduces 
intointo the system the energy necessary to maintain the swings" (Frisch(1933), 
197/198).. His explanation of the impulse is based on Wicksell and Akerman 
(Det(Det Ekonomiska Livets Rytmik, Lund, 1928, see Frisch(1933)). The latter 
usedd an analogy of the business cycle as a stream of water flowing in an 
unevenn riverbed with irregular waves. Although Frisch criticised this 
approach,, the theory on waves is, at present, one of the subjects of the 
researchh on persistent (chaotic) fluctuations. Some of this research has 
foundd applications in economics. 
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ExogenousExogenous versus endogenous theories 
Thee division between the original impulse and the propagation mechanism 
cann be used to clarify the classification of business cycle theories. One set of 
theoriess of business fluctuations relies on the regular1 occurrence of shocks, 
thee impulses. These theories are labelled exogenous theories. Within this 
categoryy two approaches are possible. One branch of the exogenous approach 
assumess the economy to adjust immediately to shocks. To explain 
fluctuations,, it has to assume impulses to behave in a wave-like manner. A 
secondd branch assumes, as Frisch, a temporally adjustment process, which 
couldd take the form of fluctuations. These fluctuations vanish in time, so 
thee continuation of fluctuations also requires a continuation of 
disturbances.. In this approach, the explanation of the impulses is as 
importantt as the explanation of the propagation mechanism. 

Otherr explanations of the business cycle concentrate on the structure of the 
economyy (the propagation mechanism) to explain a lasting cycle: the 
endogenousendogenous theories. To do so, certain lags between the key-variables, 
independentt of the original impulse, are assumed to exist. Haberler(1939, 11) 
states:: "historical evidence seems to demonstrate that the cyclical 
movementmovement has a strong tendency to persist, even where there are no 
outstandingoutstanding extraneous influences at work which can plausible he held 
responsibleresponsible .. Exogenous forces will  then figure as the originators of 
disturbersdisturbers of endogenous processes, with power to accelerate, retard 
interruptinterrupt or reverse the endogenous movement of the economic system". 
Thesee theories give primacy to the propagation mechanism, without 
denyingg the occurrence of external disturbances that initiall y cause the 
economyy to deviate from its equilibrium. 

Thiss view differs from that of Gandalfo(1996, 531): "the distinction between 
endogenousendogenous aperiodic behaviour and exogenous aperiodic behaviour is 
slipperyslippery in applied work, since -generally speaking- it depends on the size of 
thethe model. When the small model is considered as part of a larger model, 
somesome of the exogenous influences [stochastic exogenous disturbances] may 
bebe taken in as endogenous variables". Theoretically, there is a difference of 
opinionn on the structural characteristics of the economy (Frisch versus 
Haberler),, although this difference is not always seen as important in 
appliedd work (Gandalfo). 

Thee distinction between endogenous and exogenous fluctuations is relevant 
forr two reasons. First, this distinction is reflected in the empirical work on 
thee business cycle. If the presumption is that fluctuations are caused by 
exogenouss disturbances, the aim of the analysis wil l be to identify those 
disturbancess and their relationship with economic variables (Gandalfo's 
smalll  models). If, however, an initial disturbance causes ongoing 

1Too generate irregular time series in a stable model, the assumed shocks have to be regular in 
appearance,, but irregular in magnitude. 
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fluctuations,, there is reason to search for economic explanations of the 
successionss of booms and depressions (Gandalfo's large models). The 
conclusionss from empirical work have implications for the second line of 
research,, that on the influence of the government on business fluctuations. 
Iff  the economy is inherently structurally stable, the main purpose of 
governmentt policy is to maintain a stable environment with as littl e 
distortionss as possible. It is only when periods of adjustment are too long, 
thatt there is a reason for interventions. 

Whenn the economic relations lead to persistent fluctuations, there is a role 
forr intervention. By changing its own behaviour, the government can 
influencee the outcome of the economic process into a desired direction. In 
thiss case it is important to have knowledge of the source of potential 
disturbancess and the nature of the propagation mechanism. 

RealReal versus monetary 
Anotherr source of discussion is the nature of the impulse and propagation 
mechanism.. Milton Friedman, in correspondence with Snowdon, Vane and 
Wynarczyk,, declares: "Disturbances of all kinds may produce fluctuations in 
economiceconomic activity. Those disturbances may be monetary or they may be real 
ThereThere is no reason why they should be consistently one or the other. As a 
mattermatter of experience, monetary disturbances seem to predominate, though 
otherother disturbances have been important from time to time" (Snowdon, 
Vanee and Wynarczyk(1994), 175). Some, as Friedman, stress the monetary 
structuree as the main source of instability and fluctuations, others give 
priorityy to the real part of the economy. A third group of economists seeks 
ann explanation for the fluctuations in a combination of both. 

Ass the quotations of Friedman and Schumpeter show, almost all 
economistss accept the presence of several kinds of disturbances. There have 
beenn major disputes regarding the dominance of real shocks over monetary 
disturbancess and vice versa. This, however, is secondary to the discussion 
onn the inherent stability of the economy: does the propagation mechanism 
showw persistent fluctuations after a one-time-disturbance or wil l the 
economyy return towards some kind of equilibrium? 

22 Exogenous explanations of the business cycle 

Mostt of the economic thinkers in the eighteenth century did not present an 
explicitt theory of the business cycle. Only after the major economic 
fluctuationss in England and France, after the Napoleonic Wars (1793-1813), a 
discussionn on economic dynamics emerged. Depressions and booms were 
assumedd to be temporary and independent phenomena, not the result of 
regularr fluctuations. The occurrence of regular seasonal fluctuations was 
easilyy explained since, as Blaug(1998, 15) observes, "in seventeenth-century 
England,England, a predominantly rural economy, most unemployment was due to 
thethe seasonal nature of agriculture or to the incidence of poor harvests. Even 
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inin industry, much unemployment was seasonal, as winter ice or spring 
floodsfloods interrupted the functioning of the water-powered mills". Classical 
economistss such as J. Mil l and J. B. Say explained the occurrence of the 
depressionn as part of the adjustment process after an exogenous shock: the 
economyy moves from one equilibrium position to another. 

Laterr in the nineteenth century other economists became interested in the 
relationshipp between periods of recovery and depressions. One of them was 
W.. S. Jevons (see Duindam(1992)). His business cycle theory started from the 
statisticall  observation of the similarity between economic fluctuations and 
thee periodic occurrence of sunspots. Sunspots influence the average 
temperature,, which determines the size and quality of harvests. 
Fluctuationss in the supply of agricultural products did cause major 
fluctuationss in the costs of living (and the wages), production of industrial 
productss and trade. More sophisticated measurement of the sunspot cycles 
andd the declined importance of the agricultural sector have undermined the 
relevancee of this theory. 

Thee term 'sunspots' is still in use in economics. Cass and Shell (1983) and 
Azariadiss and Guesnerie (1986) have done initial work on sunspots. 
Azariadis(1993,, 426) uses an economy described by a general function to 
illustratee the occurrence of sunspots: 

xxtt + l=f( xt'fit) + et + l 

thee state vector at t and r+1 
parameterr vector, representing preferences, production 
possibilities,, initial endowments and population, which can 
changee in time. 
ann arbitrary random variable, i.i.d. on [-a, a] around zero, with 
zeroo mean 

Azariadis(1993)) then assumes a stationary deterministic structure with (A 
constantt (given preferences, production possibilities, population and initial 
endowments).. "Any randomness remaining in the solution [of the equation 
above]]  must come from extraneous or psychological factors for which David 
CassCass and Karl Shell(1980) have invented the convenient name "sunspots". 
Furtherr on, Azariadis(1993, 477) remarks: "There are all sorts of 
intermediateintermediate possibilities whose realization depends on public beliefs, that 
is,is, on what variables individuals consider to be salient for economic 
prediction.prediction. .. many forecasting rules turn out to be consistent with rational 
expectationsexpectations and each one supports an equilibrium that allocates a distinct 
randomrandom consumption bundle to each consumer. We call these allocations 
payoff-relevantpayoff-relevant sunspot equilibria... sunspot allocations are Pareto 
dominateddominated by the corresponding non-sunspot outcomes because the 

With: : 
XtrXtr Xt+l = 

£t £t 
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sunspotssunspots inject spurious noise in an economic environment whose 
fundamentalfundamental structure may very well be quite stable". 
Thee role of expectations is discussed later in this chapter. In terms of Frisch, 
f(x,f(x, //) is the propagation mechanism and e the impulse. 

Thee importance of exogenous shocks carried over into the post-war 
economicc theories. The sources of fluctuations were not at the centre of the 
disagreement,, rather it was the possibility of the government to intervene, 
too stabilise the economy. The dominant economic theories in this period 
weree the Keynesian and the monetarist approaches. The monetarist stance 
inn this debate was mainly the adherence to the long-term stability of the 
economy.. Government policy is at its best ineffective, at its worst pro 
cyclical. . 

EarlyEarly Keynesian business cycles 
Buildingg on the work of J. M. Keynes in "The General Theory of 
employment,employment, interest and money"(1936), Samuelson(1939), J. Hicks(1950) 
andd R. Goodwin(1951) developed different versions of the multiplier-
acceleratorr models, using a relationship between income and fixed capital. 
Otherr variations of the accelerator-multiplier model, as for example, 
Metzler(1941)) proved that inventories could play the same role as 
investmentt in fixed capital. Inventories are held to smooth out production, 
accordingg to differences in sales over time (see Gabisch and Lorenz(1989), 
53).. Fluctuations in these models depend on the structure of the economy, 
ass modelled by the lagged reaction of consumption and investment to 
changess in disposable income. The different multiplier-accelerator models 
takee a variation of the following formulation: 

YYtt + 1 = ccYt + PYt_l + xYt-2
+A0 

With: : 
YY = (national) income 
tt = period 
AQAQ = autonomous spending 
Of,, & % = parameters 

Thee 'multiplier-accelerator'-economy exhibit several kinds of dynamics, 
dependingg on the parameters (a, /? and x) as given in table 2.1. 

Cyclicall Monotone 
Dampenedd Cyclical towards Y*  Monotone towards Y* 
Stablee Regular cycles around Y* Instantaneous realisation of Y* 
Explosivee Explosive cycles Explosive linear development 
Tablee 2.1: The dynamics in the multiplier-accelerator model (Y*= equilibrium position). 

Explosivee behaviour is ruled out as it is not observed in reality. The 
occurrencee of regular cycles depends strongly on specific parameter 
constellations.. Therefore, it was initially assumed that a 'multiplier-
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accelerator'-economyy would exhibit dampened dynamics. In this case the 
occurrencee of business cycles depends on exogenous shocks in AQ and is 
labelledd exogenous here. When the model is adjusted, endogenous cycles 
aree possible. This case wil l be treated in the next section. 

NewNew Classical business cycles 
Whenn growth declined in the seventies and especially after the failure of 
Keynesiann demand policy to provide a remedy for the depression following 
thee first oil price shock in 1974, both governments and theoretical 
economistss returned to the classical theories of the business cycle. 
Theoretically,, the Keynesian macroeconomics was criticised for the absence 
off  a microeconomic foundation. A new approach was developed building 
uponn classical microeconomic insights. This set of models became known as 
thee new classical economics, because of the emphasis on the market clearing 
featuree of prices and the optimising behaviour of consumers and producers. 
Itt is also called the rational expectations revolution due to the assumption 
off  the rational formation of expectations, in the sense of Muth2. A problem 
forr the new classical economist was the explanation of fluctuations (see 
Lucas(1985),, 7). When economic subjects know both the data and the true 
structuree of the economy, there is no reason for the economy to deviate 
fromm its long-term growth path. Two different explanations were developed 
fromm the equilibrium approach. 

RationalRational Expectations 
R.. E. Lucas introduced imperfect information in a monetary rational 
expectationss model. As was concluded in his 1979-article3: "This paper 
developsdevelops a theoretical example of a business cycle, that is a model economy 
inin which real output undergoes serially correlated movements about a trend 
whichwhich are not explainable by movements in the availability of factors of 
production.production. The mechanism generating these movements involves 
unsystematicunsystematic monetary-fiscal shocks, the effects of which are distributed 
throughthrough time due to informational lags and an accelerator effect. Associated 
withwith these output movements are (i) pro cyclical movements in prices, (ii) 
propro cyclical movements in the share of output devoted to investment, and 
(Hi),(Hi), in a some-what limited sense, pro cyclical movements of the nominal 
interestinterest rates. This behaviour is obtained under the assumptions about 
expectationsexpectations formation which seem suited to the study of a recurrent event: 
agentsagents are well aware that the economy goes through recurrent 'cycles' 
whichwhich distort perceived rates of return. On the other hand, the transitory 
naturenature of real investment opportunities forces them to balance the risk of 
incorrectlyincorrectly responding to spurious price signals against the risk of failing to 
respondrespond to meaningful signals.". 

2Zijp(l992)) gives an analysis of the differences between the new classical economics and the 
Austriann economics, also treating the formation of expectations. 
33 An equilibrium model of the business cycle. Journal of Political Economy, 83 (Dec. 1979), 1113-
1144,, reprinted in Lucas(1985,179). 
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Lucass uses the idea of Phelps-islands (see also Chari(1999)). Each producer 
livess on an island (its own industry or branch). The producer has good 
knowledgee of the situation of its own market, but imperfect information on 
thee total economy. Assume the government to finance its spending by the 
creationn of new money. This stimulates nominal demand and raises the 
pricee level, on a macroeconomic level. The producer observes only a rise in 
demandd for its own good. The decision to be taken is that of whether the 
observedd rise in demand is a rise in (real) market specific demand or a 
(nominal)) rise in the general price level. Depending on the historical 
fluctuationss in the general price level, the producer chooses the amount of 
production.. In a non-inflationary environment, the rise in nominal 
demandd leads to an expansion in production. The rise in production 
depressess prices, since real demand stayed constant. As more information 
becomess available in time, it becomes clear that the rise in demand was a 
generall  nominal rise. The decline in nominal demand, however, again 
surprisess some producers, causing production to decline. Depending on the 
structuree of the economy, the initial rise in the money supply generates 
dampenedd fluctuations, when expectations are adjusted to experience. Of 
coursee in a historically inflationary economy, a rise in nominal demand has 
littl ee or no impact. The learning-effect causes the equilibrium approach to 
thee business cycle to conclude that systematic monetary policy is ineffective. 

RealReal business cycles 
Thee new classical approach depends strongly on the reoccurrence of 
monetaryy shocks and imperfect information. Given a learning process of the 
maximisingg individuals and the faster availability of information on 
monetaryy aggregates, some economists viewed these assumptions as 
unlikely.. Keeping the equilibrium concept central, attention shifted towards 
reall  shocks, causing the real business cycle approach to emerge. The real 
businesss cycle approach seeks the impulses of the business cycle primarily in 
reall  changes in technology, as measured by the Solow-residual, or 
preferencess of the consumers; no distinction is made between growth and 
cyclicall  fluctuations. This approach emphasises the intertemporal 
substitutionn between leisure and consumption on one side and the natural 
ratee hypothesis on the other. The fluctuations are the result of adjustments, 
ass the economy moves from one equilibrium growth path to another and 
thee accompanying smoothing of consumption over time (as was the belief 
off  the classical economists). Adjustments are time-consuming because the 
timee to build-mechanism. Kydland and Prescott(1982) give an early example 
off  this model (see Blanchard and Fisher(1989), chapter 7 for other examples). 
Here,, we follow King, Plosser and Rebelo(1988,1 and II) , from here 
KPR(( 19881 or 1988II), in their description of the basic real business cycle 
model.. They assume many infinitely lived individuals to maximise a 
concavee utilit y function with leisure and consumption as goods. In order to 
ensuree a feasible steady state, the following restrictions are made: 

Thee Business Cycle 
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A.. on production: ''permanent technical change must be expressible in a 
laborlabor augmenting form" (KPR(1988I), 200). 
B.. on preferences: 
i-- the intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption is invariant to 
thee scale of consumption. The marginal product of capital equals one plus 
thee real interest rate, and is constant in the steady state. The marginal 
discountedd utilities also equal one plus the interest rate, so "the 
intertemporalintertemporal elasticity of substitution must be constant and independent of 
thethe level of consumption" (KPR(1988I), 201); 
ii -- the long-term income and substitution effects of sustained growth in 
labourr productivity do not change the labour supply, because hours worked 
inn the steady state cannot grow. 
Combined,, these assumptions imply that -given the initial ratios to be the 
resultt of utility - and profit maximisation- the levels in a new equilibrium 
changee but their comparative ratios stay constant. 

Productionn takes place using capital and labour. Markets are assumed to 
clearr because of the adjustments in (flexible) prices. Temporary shocks in 
technologyy are modelled as changes in total factor productivity, whereas 
permanentt technological changes wil l take place through changes in labour 
productivity.. KPR(1988I) shows the existence of a general growth 
equilibrium,, assuming labour productivity to grow at a constant rate. The 
pathh of efficient capital accumulation is approximated by4: 

oo o 

kktt + l=»l ict+V/lAt+V/2 2 /^^t + j + l <Z L 1 > 
77 = 0 J 

With: : 
KtKt = capital stock 
XtXt = level of labour productivity in period t 
kktt=K=K tt/X/Xt t 

kktt=\og(k=\og(ktt/k) /k) 

kk = equilibrium value of capital, in terms of X 

A\A\ = log-^ = percentage deviation of actual total factor productivity (At) 

fromm equilibrium total factor productivity (A) 
Wl,Wl, ¥2 - functions of the preferences and technology 
Ml// M2 = coefficients 

Ass KPR(1988I, 206) state: "The dynamics of capital accumulation depend on 
thethe previous period's capital stock with coefficient fa- In addition, with 
time-varyingtime-varying total factor productivity, the optimal solution for capital 

4KPR(1988I,, 206), equation (3.7), symbols as in KPR(1988I). 
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accumulationaccumulation depends on the current productivity level (A^) and on the 
entireentire future time path of displacements to productivity 'discounted' by \ii" '. 
Too satisfy the transversality condition it is necessary for f*i  to be smaller 
thann I5. Equation (2.1.1) then shows a monotone movement towards the 
steadyy state. A persistent shock to technology does only influence the level 
off  the equilibrium growth, not the relative proportions. 

Threee propagation mechanisms explain the occurrence of cycles: 
1.. 'Time to build': the intertemporal effect of capital accumulation. 
2.. The intertemporal substitution of leisure: the trade-off between leisure 
andd consumption. This mechanism explains the difference in reaction of 
labourr to a permanent and a temporary technological shock. A rise in 
incomee has a substitution-effect: the opportunity costs of leisure rise, so 
theree is an incentive to provide more labour. Also, there is an income-effect: 
incomee rises as the same amount of labour is provided, inducing the supply 
off  labour to fall. The total effect of a rise in labour productivity (and the 
accompanyingg rise in wages) depends on the relative weight of both effects. 
Whenn the shock is perceived as permanent, the substitution effect is nil so 
onn average the short run labour supply declines. If the rise in income is seen 
ass temporary, the substitution effect is high and labour supply rises. 
3.. the interest rate or wealth-effect: as total productivity rises, so does the 
interestt rate. An increase in the interest rate decreases the discounted value 
off  future wages (wealth) and makes it more attractive to work today. 
Individualss accumulate wealth (capital), inducing them to work additional 
hours,, despite the low real wage rate. When wealth rises towards its 
equilibriumm value (in the absence of new shocks) consumption wil l catch 
up,, real wages rise and hours worked decline. 

Comparingg the conclusions of the model and data on the United States 
KPR(1988I,, 231) conclude that "the basic neoclassical model is capable of 
replicatingreplicating some stylized facts of economic fluctuations", so "the principle 
serialserial correlation in output -one notable feature of economic fluctuations-
derivesderives mainly from the persistence of technology shocks" (In a sense this 
conclusionn is foreseen by Frisch(1933), 198/203). 

Inn KPR(1988II) extensions of the basic model are analysed (stochastic 
technologicall  change, endogenous technological change, sub optimal 
equilibriaa and heterogeneity in consumers). The conclusions of the basic 
modell  do by-and-large carry over to the more complicated models. The 
debatee between the real business cycle theorists and other economists is still 
active.. Snowdon, Vane and Wynarczyk(1994) give an overview of this 
discussion.. One conclusion of the real business cycle approach makes this 
approachh very vulnerable to criticism: because of the reliance on the 

5Moree specific, 0<^1<1<^*" 1</X 2, with (/*i , fi^ the roots of the first-order dynamic system in k 

andd X (the shadow price of capital) and fP the rate of time preference, see KPR(1988I, 

203/204). . 
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intertemporall  substitution between consumption and leisure, all 
unemploymentt is due to the consumer's free choice. 
Thiss might be true for some individuals, especially in prosperous times, but 
itt is doubtful that depressions are caused by the preference for leisure of 
largee groups in society. 

33 Endogenous approaches to the business cycle 

Inn the same period as the classical economists, other economists such as J. 
Sismondii  de Sismondi and T. R. Malthus developed the under-
consumptionn theory, which sought to give an endogenous explanation of 
depressions.. The under-consumption theory is not a true business cycle, in 
thee sense of an explanation of both depression and booms. As with the 
exogenouss classical theories, growth was seen as the 'natural' state of the 
economy.. Neither author, however, depends on exogenous shocks for the 
economyy to leave its equilibrium growth path, but endogenous influences 
causee the economy to go into a depression. 

Malthuss and Sismondi see the unequal distribution of wealth as the 
primaryy cause of the crisis. Malthus assumes the owners of capital and land 
too save more than the wage earners. In a growing economy, the wealth of 
land-- and capital owners grows faster than wage income, increasing savings 
andd depressing consumption. The optimal ratio between savings and 
consumptionn is disturbed, and overproduction results. Demand for 
consumptionn goods declines but the production capacity rises with the 
savings.. This results in a depression, with declining prices and profits. The 
declinee in profits enlarges the depression. 
Thee French economist Sismondi emphasises the complexity and lack of 
planningg in the capitalist economy. Due to this, producers have only one 
sourcee of information: present prices. Current prices determine future 
supply,, since the behaviour of the competitors and the potential buyers is 
unknown.. In this sense Sismondi can be called a forbearer of the new 
classicall  economists. Secondly, current income, which determines current 
consumption,, is production from the former period. When the economy is 
growing,, present consumption is always smaller than present production: 
theree is an ongoing tendency toward overproduction (under-consumption). 
Thiss results in periodic crisis. Prices only adjust slowly because of the 
imperfectt information. Only after a depression, in which the distribution of 
wealthh adjusts towards its old proportions, growth returns. As before, 
growthh causes overproduction, a crisis and a depression. Again, growth is 
thee normal state of the economy, only negative deviations of this trend 
havee to be explained. 

Inn the same period J. Mill s (Credit cycles and the origin of commercial 
panics,panics, 1867, see Mullineux(1990), 64) published his theory of the 
psychologicall  cycles. According to Mill s the business cycle is monetary in 
nature.. The economic cycle is caused by the cycle in the psychology of 
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businessmen.. Depending on the psychological state of the entrepreneur and 
thee banks, entrepreneurs ask for credit and banks wil l supply or deny it. The 
psychologicall  state behaves in a cyclical way. Starting with a panic, this leads 
too the refusal of credits and the withdrawal of loans. The following period of 
depressionn sees a restructuring of the economy. Less profitable investment is 
writtenn off and firms without sufficient profit opportunities go bankrupt. 
Thiss raises the average profitability, confidence builds up and credit 
opportunitiess become larger. This optimism creates a boom. Eventually, the 
optimismm wil l lead to much risk taking, causing business failures, a 
downfalll  and a panic. Although the psychological state of the businessman 
iss outside the domain of economic reasoning, the interdependency between 
behaviourr and economic state makes us categorise this theory with the 
endogenouss business cycles. This economical-psychological explanation of 
thee business cycle became part of many modern theories. 

3.11 Disproportionality and the business cycle 

Thee interdependency of booms and recessions became recognised by many 
economists,, as can be seen from the work of Jevons and Mills . The business 
cyclee was seen as the result of a deviation between the structure of 
productionn and the structure of demand (the disproportionate production 
argument)) as described in the theories of Mai thus and Sismondi. Business 
cyclee theories try to give an answer to the cause of this disproportionality. 

Haberler(1939)) distinguished three kind of economic decisions: 
1.. the decision between saving and spending of income; 
2.. decisions about the distribution of spending regarding different consumer 
goods; ; 
3.. decisions of producers about the distribution of inputs regarding the 
differentt stages of production. 
Whenn the structure of production does not match the preferences according 
too consumption and saving (the first economic decision), Haberler speaks of 
verticalvertical maladjustment. This is caused by the difference between saving and 
investment. . 
Itt is also possible that the structure of production deviates from the desired 
structuree of consumption (the distribution of demand over different kinds 
off  consumption goods, because of decisions of the second and third kind). 
Thiss is horizontal maladjustment: the producers invest in the production 
processs (investment equals savings), which produces goods that are not in 
demand.. Other goods are in excess demand, due to the misdirection of funds 
inn production. 

VerticalVertical maladjustment 
M.. Tugan-Buranovsky and A. Spiethoff are two early representatives of the 
firstt approach. The fundamental source of fluctuations lies in the difference 
betweenn saving and investment, causing changes in the structure of 
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productionn of capital goods. Although monetary factors play a part in their 
businesss cycle theory, it is only a passive secondary role. 
Thee upswing starts when investment rises, as funds are accumulated during 
thee depression and new profitable investment opportunities arise. The 
spendingg on capital goods and 'investment goods' (inputs for the production 
off  capital goods) increase income. This rise in income stimulates further 
increasess in investment, but also raises the prices of capital- and investment 
goods.. Profits rise causing a greater availability of (internal and external) 
fundss and an emerging optimism. Seemingly there is no reason why this 
expansionn wil l not go on, but "it  is an actual shortage of capital that brings 
aboutabout the crisis .. capital shortage does not mean simply a deficiency of 
monetarymonetary funds, but is the symptom of a serious disproportion in the 
productionproduction of certain well-defined types of goods .. over-consumption 
whichwhich leads to a scarcity of capital and brings about the end of the boom" 
(Haberler(1939),, 75). 

Duringg the upswing wage-income rises as the demand for labour rises. The 
propensityy to save out of wages is below the savings rate of profit income. 
Thee demand for producers' goods declines and the demand for consumers' 
goodss increases at the end of the upswing: "they [the capital goods 
industries]]  will  be depressed although, or even because, the consumers' 
goodsgoods industries prosper" (Haberler(1939), 78). The sector producing 
consumers'' goods can only slowly expand as production factors (money, 
labourr and materials) are used by the increased production of producers' 
goods. . 
Savingss are too low (over-consumption) to finance the expansion in the 
productionn of producers' goods. Both producers of capital and consumption 
goodss wil l compete for additional credit, which raises the market interest 
rate.. Profitability declines in the producers' goods sector, which wil l depress 
investmentt further. The actual downswing is characterised by "[P]essimism 
andand reluctance to invest and to embark on new enterprises .. The process of 
contractioncontraction also has a cumulative nature. Pessimism and reluctance to 
investinvest cause a shrinkage in the volume of purchasing power. .. everything 
thatthat increases the rate of savings (e.g., inequality in the distribution of 
income)income) has a depressing influence .. Prices fall and this intensifies the 
prevailingprevailing pessimism" (Haberler(1939), 79-80). Pessimism, hoarding of 
money,, restricted credit and rising interest rates cause a restructuring during 
thee downswing. The severity of the downswing depends among others on 
thee way the firms and banks react to the initial crisis. When there is a large 
financiall  reaction and many bankruptcies the downswing wil l be large. 
Whenn the downward adjustments take place at a slower pace, only a 
relativelyy small depression wil l result. 

"The"The state of depression is interrupted (a) because it creates automatically a 
situationsituation favourable to the revival of investment [large accumulation of 
funds,, declining interest rates and wage rate], (b) because pessimism 
disappearsdisappears with the lapse of time, and (c) because of the introduction of 
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stimulistimuli from outside [new markets, new inventions (in the sense of 
Schumpeter)]""  (Haberler(1939), 84). This causes a new upswing. An 
additionall  argument for the occurrence of the upswing is the need for 
replacement.. Assuming the majority of capital goods to be installed during 
thee same period, some of it has to be replaced in a future period, starting a 
neww investment boom. 

HorizontalHorizontal maladjustment 
Theoriess of the second approach, the horizontal maladjustment approach, 
assumee equality between savings and investment. The cyclical fluctuations 
aree caused by a lag between investment and the actual production. 
Adjustmentt of the capital stock to the expected final demand is time 
consuming.. Production (emerging at the end of the production period) is 
basedd on expectations and observations at the beginning of the production 
period.. This can be illustrated using a simple model based on the models of 
M.. Kalecki (see A Macro-dynamic Theory of Business Cycles (1935), 
reprintedd in Kalecki(1971)). 

recoveryy recession 

D D 
A A 
/ / 

Figuree 2.1: The Kaleckian business cycle; A gives the cycle of the production of capital goods, 
DD the installation of investment and I the orders of capital goods. The time between ordering 
andd instalment is 8°. 
Kalecki(1971,, 10) 

Thee Kaleckian economy is divided into two sectors producing capital goods 
andd consumer goods. In society there are two classes, capitalists, who save 
theirr total income (profits) and workers, who consume their total income. 
Whenn the capitalists who produce the consumption goods expect a rise in 
futuree demand, they invest. They order more capital goods than needed for 
replacementt (depreciation). Production and instalment of the capital good 
takee one period. So the orders in period t become productive in period t+1. 

6Kalecki(1971)) estimates the following cycles: 
I-UI-U  = flsin0.63f 
A-UA-U = 0.98«sin0.63(f-0.3) 
L-UL-U = «sin0.63(f-0.6) 

Withh U= (constant) depreciation, L= deliveries, 1= investment orders and A= output of 
capitall  goods. Note the terminology used by Kalecki is different from the one used above. 
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Duringg the production process, labour income and profitability rise. The rise 
inn profitability causes net investment in the second sector to rise. The rise in 
labourr income stimulates demand in the consumption good sector. Prices of 
consumptionn goods rise because supply is given, as the ordered capital goods 
aree not yet installed. This increases profitability in the consumption goods 
sector,, again advancing orders for capital goods (investment). 
Inn the next period, the capital goods are installed in the consumption goods 
sector.. When the production increases above demand, the price of the 
consumptionn good declines, so the desire to invest also declines. Delivery of 
capitall  goods depends, however, on orders in the former periods. The 
additionn to the capital stock goes on for some periods. Due to the decline in 
orderss for capital goods income in this sector decreases. Demand for 
consumptionn goods declines and lowers investment. Orders for capital 
goodss from the consumption goods sector decline below depreciation. 
Productionn capacity also declines. In time, this causes the supply of 
consumptionn goods to decline below demand, prices are rising and again 
orderss are placed for new capital goods: starting a new cycle. The short-term 
fluctuationss are caused by the lag in adjustment between the supply of and 
demandd for consumption goods, which is based on the lag between the 
orderingg and installation of the new capital good. 

Thee business cycle theory of Kalecki shows similarities with the multiplier-
acceleratorr models of Samuelson(1939) and Hicks(1950) (see paragraph two): 
investmentt is the leading force in the economic dynamics. Whereas Kalecki 
viewedd investment as determined by the level of profits, the Keynesian 
modelss saw changes in the capital stock as a reaction to changes in demand. 
Inn the former section we labelled the linear multiplier-accelerator models as 
exogenous,, because regular cycles are only possible for specific values of the 
parameterss and the observed fluctuations are less regular in amplitude and 
period,, so only dampened fluctuations are likely to occur. Hicks(1950) 
combinedd growth and the possibility of a larger variation in the parameters. 
Thee propagation mechanism is as described previously. The accelerator is 
assumedd to take a value that gives explosive fluctuations. The fluctuations 
doo not destroy the economy because production is restricted from above by 
thee maximum production possibilities of the economy (given the available 
resources).. The lower limi t of change is given by autonomous investment 
minuss depreciation. When investment reaches the floor or ceiling, only the 
multiplier-effectt is active, stabilising the system. These models are known as 
floor-ceilingg models (see Gabisch and Lorenz(1989), 60-62). Goodwin(1951) 
alsoo describes a non-linear accelerator model. 

Laterr work on non-linear multiplier-accelerator models showed the 
possibilityy of chaotic behaviour. Extensions of the Goodwin and the Kaldor 
modell  are given in Gabisch and Lorenz(1989). For a chaotic version of the 
Hicks-model,, see Hommes(1991,1993). Both the floor-ceiling models and 
thee chaotic versions of the multiplier-accelerator model can be labelled 
endogenouss theories. 
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3.22 Other real endogenous business cycles 

Predator-preyPredator-prey models 
Anotherr approach originates with Richard Goodwin (Goodwin(1967), also 
seee Goodwin(1987) for an historical review). The predator-prey model is 
basedd on biological models modelling the war of existence between two 
populations7.. The two competing species in Goodwin's model are labourers 
andd capitalists. The labourers receive a wage income. The remainder of 
productionn is profit income for the capitalists. In the simple version of the 
model,, total wage income is consumed and profit income is saved. 
Thee Phillipscurve determines the wages: a high level of unemployment 
causess the wages to decline. Unemployment results as the growth in 
demandd for labour (determined by the rate of capital accumulation and 
growthh in labour productivity) is below the growth in labour supply 
(determinedd by growth in population). Growth in labour productivity and 
populationn are assumed exogenous, capital accumulation is determined 
withinn the model. When profits rise, capitalists invest, so the capital stock 
grows.. As the growth of capital (and labour demand) exceeds the growth of 
population,, wages rise and profits decline. The period of expansion (fast 
growthh in output) comes to a stop. Capital accumulation decreases, 
depressingg the demand for labour. A period of depression begins (lower 
growthh of output). The declining capital accumulation leads to 
unemployment.. This depresses the wage share in income, restoring the 
profits.. Slowly, investment wil l pick up. The accompanying rise in 
productionn causes a new expansion to start again. During the expansion 
employmentt and the wage share rises. Wages prey on profits, as the lynx on 
thee hare in Hudson Bay (Rosser(1991), 237). 

Investmentt depends on the profit income, as in the Kalecki-model, whereas 
investmentt in the multiplier-accelerator model depends on demand. Cycles 
inn predator-prey models exist for more parametric values than in the 
multiplier-acceleratorr models. Given the initial position, each parameter 
configurationn in which 'the predator does not kil l all the prey' is stable (see 
Rosser(1991)) on the equivalence between economics and ecological systems) 

ModernModern Keynesian models 
Thee critique on the micro-foundation of the traditional Keynesian models 
ledd to a reinterpretation of Keynes' theory. Two approaches were developed: 
thee neo-Keynesian theory (see Malinvaud(1977)) and the new-Keynesian 
approachh (see Mankiw and Romer(1992), vol. 1 and 2). Business cycle theory 
iss never been at the core of those two approaches. Their main goal is to give 
aa micro-economic explanation of the short-term inflexibilit y of prices and 
wages. . 

^Thesee models were introduced independently by Volterra and Lotka, hence the Lotka-
Volterraa model. See Gandalfo(1980, 448-481), for a mathematical treatment. 
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Benassy(1986)) developed a business cycle theory, based on the neo-
Keynesiann model. He assumes a Phillipscurve, so prices and wages adjust 
slowlyy when notional demand and supply are not balanced. Trade equals 
thee minimum of effective demand and effective supply. Investment is 
madee endogenous assuming a structure similar to that in the multiplier-
acceleratorr model. The starting point is a Walrasian equilibrium where 
notionall  demand and supply on the goods and labour market coincide. 
Presumee a positive demand shock, so demand for goods increases. Prices 
andd wages remain constant in the short run. Firms would like to produce 
more,, but cannot hire additional labour since no more labour is being 
supplied.. This causes the wages and prices to rise in the intermediate term. 
Thee rise in wages induces households to supply more labour, so production 
cann rise. Assuming real wages to rise after the demand shock, production 
wil ll  rise less (repressed inflation). Rising real wages stimulate further 
demandd for goods. 
Whenn prices start to adjust, both real demand and real wages fall. After full 
adjustmentt of the wages and prices the economy returns to the initial 
Walrasiann equilibrium. Due to the assumed structure of investment, the 
declinee in production towards the equilibrium wil l cause the production to 
'undershoot'' the equilibrium as in the multiplier-accelerator model causing 
too move the economy in the region of Keynesian unemployment. 

Nominall  and real rigidities result in quantity-adjustments in the short run. 
Althoughh no explicit business cycle theory emerged from the new 
Keynesiann approach, it should be possible to combine the accelerator model 
withh the slow price and wage adjustments, as explained above. This shows 
thatt to explain the business cycle, using the Keynesian approach, it is not 
onlyy necessary to assume slow adjustments in prices and wages, but it is as 
importantt to assume (and explain) the lagged reaction of investments to 
changess in production and demand. 

3.33 Monetary business cycle theories 

Thee classical monetary theory and the modern monetarists incorporate the 
quantityy approach to money in their models. Given the full utilisation of 
resourcess and a constant rate of velocity, the supply of money influences 
onlyy the general price level. A distortion can have real effects in the short 
run.. In the long run, the economy returns towards its real equilibrium. The 
followingg theories see the banking sector as a source of instability, causing 
nominall  and (or) real changes. 
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ClassicalClassical monetary business cycles 
Hawtrey88 takes the most extreme position on the monetary theory of the 
businesss cycle. He explains the business cycle as a purely monetary 
phenomenon.. The cycle is the result of the incapability of the banking 
systemm to adjust the real interest rate when the value of money changes. 
Iff  the economy is on a long-term growth-path, real demand for goods equals 
reall  supply. Depending on the (expected) sales and the interest rate, firms 
decidee on the desired level of stocks and adjust their actual stocks. 
Consumerss divide their income over consumption and desired cash 
balances.. Hawtrey assumes a lag between a rise in income and the moment 
att which the cash balances become deposits. A rise in deposits increases cash 
reservess of the banks. The banks supply interest-bearing credits to the firms 
too finance their production. In the expansion phase of the business cycle the 
bankss have large reserves at their disposal. This stimulates the supply of 
creditt at low interest rates. The availability of cheap credits causes a rise in 
production,, increasing income. The rise in income raises expected sales, 
causingg the desired level of stocks to rise also. Prices increase when the 
demandd for goods increases, so the rise in profits stimulates (speculative) 
stockholdings.. This stimulates the demand for credit and the expansion of 
production.. Wages adjust slowly as production increases. The lag between 
thee rise in income and the rise in bank reserves causes demand for credit to 
risee faster than reserves. The ratio of credit to reserves also rises. In reaction, 
thee banks increase the interest rate and lower credit supply. The desired 
levell  of stocks declines because of the higher financing costs. The credit 
rationingg and the decline in desired stocks decrease production. Depression 
wil ll  result. During the depression less credit is demanded but initially 
depositss still rise, as income is turned into deposits. The ratio credit-reserves 
decliness toward its desired level. When credits are at or below their desired 
level,, banks start to lend again and the interest rate declines. This creation of 
moneyy through bank lending causes the economy to expand. There can be 
transitoryy real effects due to the monetary cycle but there are no structural 
changes. . 

AA combination of the pure monetary cycle and the real theories of the 
formerr section was developed by a group of economists, especially Wicksell 
andd Hayek. A common feature of these kinds of business cycle theories is 
thee view of the monetary sector as cause of the cycle, followed by changes in 
thee structure of production, which cause the fluctuations to persist. We 
presentt the cycle as described by Hayek (see Hayek(1931,1933), also see 
Haberler(1939),, Kyun(1988) and Zijp(1992) as examples of this approach). 

^Thesee ideas are older, also see S. Hollander, Mil l on growth, the cycle and the law of 
markets,, in Eatwell(1987, 474-475), quoting Mill , J.S., The currency question, Westminster 
review,review, 41, June 1844, 579-598. Mullineux(1990, 64), quotes Mill , J.S, Principles of Political 
economy,economy, 1848. Haberler(1939, 15), notes: "many of the propositions advanced by Mr. Hawtrey 
[...][...]  have had a long history and were given an early expression in A. Marshall's evidence 
beforebefore the Gold and Silver Commission, 1887'. Haberler and Mullineux list Hawtrey's work, 
startingg with Good and bad trade (1913) to Capital and employment (1937). 
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TheThe monetary sector 
Ass in Hawtrey's theory, households offer their savings to the banks. The 
bankss offer funds on the money market (loanable funds), which can deviate 
fromm the savings. Following Wicksell, Hayek distinguished between the 
naturall  interest rate and the market interest rate. The natural rate is the rate 
att which real savings equal real investments. The interest rate at which 
supplyy of loanable funds and demand for credits are equal, is the market 
interestt rate. Demand for loanable funds (investment) is determined by the 
markett rate of interest. The supply of funds depends on the savings and 
bankk credit. When the investments are above savings, nominal demand 
exceedss production, so prices rise. 

Supposee the market rate to be below the natural rate. Investment projects 
thatt were not profitable at the natural interest rate, are now carried out. The 
demandd for loanable funds rises above the amount of real savings, so credits 
aree supplied (supply of and demand for loanable funds are in equilibrium). 
Nominall  demand for goods becomes larger than supply, inducing nominal 
pricess to rise. A rise in prices lowers the real interest rate and increases 
expectationss of inflation, stimulating speculative production. Both 
tendenciess increase the demand for credits further. As before, this boom 
wouldd end when investment opportunities decline. A rise in the 
credits/reservess ratio and a decline in profitability cause the banks to restrict 
theirr unsecured loans. This creates a recession as investment declines 
further.. These changes are largely monetary in nature. The interest rate, 
however,, also has a function in the real sector. 

TheThe real sector 
Hayekk describes the production of goods as a succession of stages of 
production.. The production process has the final purpose of producing 
consumerr goods, but between the purchase of raw material and the sale of 
thee consumption good, the raw material is transformed using the factors of 
production9,, each stage using a different method of production. 
Thee factors of production are divided over the production process as a 
whole,, based on the relative factor prices and profitability. The capital 
intensityy of the method of production declines towards the production of 
thee final stages: closer to the final sales, capital is used in a lower proportion 
off  production inputs. The distribution of capital over the stages is 
determinedd by the interest rate paid on the funds loaned to finance the 
initiall  investment: when the interest rate (the capital costs) increases, capital 
flowss towards the production of the less capital-intensive production of 
consumptionn goods. 

AA monetary expansion lowers the market rate of interest, lowering the costs 
off  capital. The profitability of the production of intermediary goods 

9Forr convenience we assume every stage of the transformation process to take place in a 
differentt firm. 
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(includingg capital goods) rises. Firms producing these kinds of goods 
increasee their investments: demand in the capital-intensive sector increases, 
inducingg a rise in the production and prices of capital goods. Both the 
inflationn and the additional demand stimulate investment, and so future 
supply.. As long as the additional money stays within the intermediary 
sector,, expansion continues 

Ass growth in the intermediary sector increases, the demand for labour in 
thiss sector rises. The labour supply is assumed constant, so wages in this 
sectorr have to rise to attract labour from the consumption goods producing 
sectorr towards the intermediary sector. 

Demandd in the consumption goods producing sector remains initially equal. 
Thee profitability in the consumer goods sector declines because of the rise in 
thee price of capital and the rise in wages. To defend profits, firms increase 
theirr prices. As wages rise, nominal demand increases too, but real demand 
off  consumer goods declines (forced savings). However, total production 
increasess because of the investment boom (demand for capital goods). 

MonetaryMonetary and real causes of the crisis 
Thee expansion ends because of monetary and real problems. As seen above, 
thee rise in demand for loanable funds during the expansion increases the 
credit/reservee ratio. The propensity to lend declines. There wil l be a 
tendencyy to increase the market interest rate. 

Inn the real sphere, disproportionalities appear. The demand for 
consumptionn goods has risen as the wages rise. Producers of consumer 
goodss would like to expand production, but the price for credits has risen, 
whereass the price of intermediary goods does not decline because of the 
higherr costs of capital, so the consumption market exhibits excess demand. 
Thee price of consumer goods rises more than proportionally. Because of the 
formerr investments, capacity in the intermediary sector has risen, but due to 
thee rise in the market rate and the restriction on credits, demand declines: 
thee intermediary market displays excess supply. 

Reall  savings decline as more income is spent on consumer goods, to 
compensatee for the forced savings, again stimulating inflation. 

Thiss deadlock of excess supply of intermediary goods and excess demand for 
consumerr goods lowers the propensity to invest further. The market 
interestt rate rises above the natural rate and depression sets in. The 
depressionn moves the economy back towards its old proportions, as given by 
thee equality between saving and investment. As Hayek remarks, however, 
thee redistribution of funds over the stages of production involves 
destructionn of real capital and unemployment: this restructuring of the 
economyy has severe real effects: investment projects become unprofitable 
andd firms go bankrupt. As the market rate moves towards the natural rate, 
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bankss restore their reserves and profits in both sectors return to their old 
level.. The economy returns to its equilibrium position. The accumulation 
off  reserves by the banks continues up to a level at which the banks discover 
theyy have more liquid funds than required, given the desired reserve ratio. 
Thee market rate is again adjusted downward, below the natural rate. 
Profitabilityy on capital rises, investment increases again, so demand for 
creditss also increases. A new expansion is on its way, with the accompanying 
lengtheningg of the production process. 

Comparingg Hayek's theory to that of Hawtrey, both theories see the primary 
causee of the business cycle in the behaviour of the banks. The credit creation 
off  the banks weakens the linkage between real investment and real saving. 
Bankss can supply credits above or below the amount of deposits by 
increasingg or decreasing their reserves. Creation of money stimulates 
investmentt both directly and through a lowering of the interest rate. 
Accordingg to Hawtrey, the real effects of this expansion are only transitory 
andd the mode of production is not influenced. The main changes occur in 
thee production for stocks (with temporary effects on employment). When 
thee supply of credit returns to its normal level, production and employment 
alsoo return to their equilibrium values. In Hayek's opinion, those monetary 
adjustmentss influence the production structure because of the role of the 
interestt rate in the distribution of capital over the different stages of 
production.. Disturbances in the monetary sphere have significant effects in 
thee real sphere. The controversy between Hayek and Hawtrey concerns the 
durationn of the effect of monetary disequilibrium on the real sector. The real 
theoryy on the business cycle, as presented in 3.2, does not reject the influence 
off  the monetary sector, but sees it as secondary to the real disturbances. Even 
inn the absence of monetary distortion the economy would fluctuate. In 
Hayek'ss view fluctuations cease to exist, when the natural rate equals the 
markett rate. Yet, there is considerable agreement on the effect on production 
andd employment before the economy returns to its 'normal' proportions. 

ModernModern monetary business cycles 
Inn modern monetary economics, Greenwald and Stiglitz(1993) develop a 
modell  in which the monetary sector restricts the growth of the real sector 
becausee of imperfect information and risk aversion of the banks. The banks 
havee no instruments to assess the risks of the investment proposals, which 
firmss want to finance through bank loans. Secondly, banks try to avoid the 
costss associated with bankruptcy, behaving in a risk adverse way. The level 
off  lending (quantity) and the interest rate (price) are set depending on the 
overalll  expectations and the net worth of firms. Macroeconomic variables 
influencee the expectations and the net worth of the firms, determining part 
off  banking behaviour. The banks influence the aggregate economy through 
theirr interest rate and loan policy. 

Suarezz and Sussman(1997) present a variation of the Stiglitz-Weiss 
economy,, in which "the only imperfection is that an entrepreneurial 
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decisiondecision which affects the returns from investment is not verifiable and 
hencehence subject to moral hazard" (Suarez and Sussman(1997), i). Taking a 
three-periodd overlapping generations model, in which there is a probability 
off  default in the third period, Suarez and Sussman show the existence of a 
cobwebb cycle of period 2 in prices. 

Anotherr approach, which emphasises the role of financial factors in 
businesss fluctuations, is the 'Fisher-Kindleberger-Minsky' approach 
(Gatti(1992),, 134). The financial instability hypothesis, as it is also called, 
combiness behaviour of banks as innovative entrepreneurs with the 
investmentt behaviour of innovative firms. Innovations earn (temporary) 
monopolyy rents for those firms that can capture market power. "Banks are 
alsoalso entrepreneurial firms that innovate to earn profits. As financial 
institutionsinstitutions innovate, the financial system evolves, finding new ways to 
financefinance the profit-seeking behavior of other institutions" (Wray(1992), 163). 

Expectedd future demand and profits, comparing the supply price of capital 
withh its demand price, determine investment. Financial factors are part of 
thee supply price because of the financing of the investment good, but also of 
thee demand prices, because of the discounting of future expected profits. 
Businesss fluctuations originate because "financial markets may operate to 
rewardreward speculation-leading to a speculative boom. A crisis can occur if 
financefinance costs rise, if liquidity preference rises, or if income flows turn out to 
bebe less than expected. Endogenous processes tend to ensure that one of these 
(or(or all three) will, in fact occ«r"(Wray, op cit., 167-8, also see Minsky(1994)). 

Minsky'ss financial instability hypothesis gave rise to a wide line of empirical 
andd theoretical research. Some of the elements of the financial instability 
hypothesis,, for example the role of banks as profit-seekers, wil l return in the 
followingg chapters. 

44 The political business cycle 

Thee approaches above explain the cycle according to macroeconomic 
relationships.. A different approach to the business cycle is taken by the 
publicc choice approach. This field of research aims to model the influence of 
politicall  groups as politicians, government officials and lobby-groups. 
Economicc fluctuations are explained as the result of actions taken by these 
groups,, aiming at political influence or power. 

AA simple model of political behaviour, based on Nordhaus(1975), can 
illustratee the way in which those groups can cause the business cycle. 
Nordhauss uses the Phillipscurve: unemployment affects money wages and 
moneyy wages affect prices. In the short-term, there is a trade-off between 
inflationn and unemployment, but in the long run the natural rate of 
unemploymentt hypothesis is assumed. Individuals maximise a utility -
function,, preferring combinations of non-fluctuating prices and low 
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unemploymentt to combinations of inflation and high unemployment. 
Thesee individuals are assumed to be rational in their preferences, but 
ignorantt of the trade-off between inflation and unemployment. 

Theree are two parties, the government (the ruling party) and an opposition 
party.. The individuals, the voters, make a decision which party to vote on, 
basedd on the expected behaviour of the political parties (determined by 
adaptivee expectations) and the realised outcome on unemployment and 
inflation.. The policy makers are assumed to maximise the chance of being 
re-elected,, knowing the preferences of the voters. Nordhaus(1975) shows 
thatt the democratic process results in a situation with lower unemployment 
andd higher inflation (ignoring the preferences of future generations) 
comparedd to the optimal long run equilibrium (Nordhaus(1975), 178-179). 
Nordhauss starts his analyse of the political business cycle by pointing out a 
differencee with Kalecki's political cycle. Kalecki argues that the political cycle 
hass its roots in the unequal distribution of political power between 'captains 
off  industry' and the 'workers'. A stimulating policy enlarges employment, 
andd thus wage-demands and inflation. The economy wil l be depressed 
deliberately,, as an instrument in the class struggle. 

Nordhaus(1975)) assumes a democratically elected government. Election 
periodss are constant and the voters have a decaying memory: the more 
recentt the experiences, the higher their weight in the memory. As he 
remarks:"[..ll  if voters can predict future events perfectly and discount the 
futurefuture at the social discount rate [..] the system will  tend toward the social 
optimumoptimum [..]" (Nordhaus(1975), 182, note 2). This gives the policy makers the 
opportunityy to manipulate the economy and the voters. Shortly after 
election,, they fight inflation by allowing unemployment levels to increase. 
Whenn election day approaches, they wil l turn to a stimulating policy, raising 
inflationn and depressing unemployment. "The optimal partisan policy will 
leadlead to a political business cycle, with unemployment and deflation in early 
yearsyears followed by an inflationary boom as elections approach" 
(Nordhaus(1975),, 185). Confronting his theory with the data for different 
countriess Nordhaus(1975) finds it fits the data well10. Especially as the data 
forr those periods (for the United States) that did not fit the theory, the 
governingg party lost the elections. This brings Nordhaus to advocate for a 
systemm of indicative planning, to broaden the need for consensus over the 
policyy and reduce the possibilities for 'egoistic' policies. The Dutch 
'poldermodel'' can be seen as a variation of Nordhaus' indicative planning, 
inn which the negative effects of partisan policies are internalised by the 
parties. . 

OtherOther political business cycle theories 
Saintt Paul(1994) has focused on the explanation of the high level and 
persistencee of European unemployment. He argues that rigidities in the 

1 0Thee exception being the United Kingdom. This is caused by the balance of payment 
problemss during the early sixties. 
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labourr market, which obstruct market-clearing, are not motivated by social 
reasons,, but, because they benefit the employed (by raising their bargaining 
power).. This argument can be used to extend Nordhaus' political cycle by 
introducingg two additional factors: 
1.. The influence of employed on policy makers is larger than the influence 
off  unemployed, and 
2.. the employed care more about inflation (real income), whereas the 
unemployedd care about employment, so: 
"since"since the employed, even at high unemployment rates, are much more 
numerousnumerous than the unemployed, it is evident that policy is determined by 
thethe interests of the employed rather than those of the unemployed" (Saint-
Paul(1994),, 3). In this case, the party in government rather raises rigidities in 
thee labour market (and unemployment) than fund a buoyant policy 
(followedd by tax rises or inflation), to get re-elected. 

Beetsmaa and van der Ploeg (1992) also explain the cyclical occurrence of 
inflationn as the outcome of the democratic decision process11. They assume 
aa link between inflation and inequality. The government chooses a policy 
thatt maximises the utilit y of the median voter. In an economy with large 
inequality,, the median voter wil l be in the lower income classes. Policy is 
aimedd at a rise in effective demand (running a large deficit with low tax 
rates).. This rise in demand increases imports and uses up idle production 
capacity.. The imports wil l deplete foreign reserves, and domestic prices 
increase,, until, eventually, a capital flight and expectations of exchange rate 
adjustments,, force the government to lower the budget deficit and thus 
inflation12.. These policies are supported by the lower income classes when 
thee inflation affects their consumption possibilities, yet the deflationary 
policiess could lower living standards below the initial situation. After time 
thee 'populist policy cycle', as Beetsma and van der Ploeg label this process, 
couldd take off again. 

Thee ambition of the politicians for re-election, which provides a continuous 
impulsee in these kind of models, is exogenous to the economic system. The 
occurrencee of the economic cycle, however, depends on the economic 
structure.. A pre-election rise in government spending increases 
employment,, but this increase is assumed to be only temporary for a 
numberr of reasons (inflation, structural unemployment). The post-elections 
depressionn is inevitable13. As the behaviour of the banks before, the 
behaviourr of the politicians results in endogenous fluctuations. 

^Thee analysis in Beetsma and van der Ploeg(1992,1) is directed at Latin American countries, 
butt could be applied to all countries in which "inequality and social unrest sow the seeds for 
populistpopulist policies of redistribution and expansion". 
12Thesee deflationary policies were enforced by the stabilisation programme of the IMF, 
Beetsmaa and van der Ploeg(1992, 6). 
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55 The business cycle and growth 

Severall  business cycle theories assume the economy to grow. These 
approachess use the Solow-residual as impulse (real business cycle) or 
assumee a 'natural' growth path (growth cycles; predator-prey models). 
Growthh causes fluctuations either because of the adjustment process along 
thee growth path or because the growth rates of different variables diverge, 
causingg pressure on the system. They, however, do not provide an 
explanationn for the growth path itself. 

Aghionn and Howitt(1998) develop an Schumpeterian endogenous growth-
model.. Growth results because of innovations, and involves creative 
destruction:: new inventions make old techniques obsolete. The occurrence 
off  new innovations depends on the amount of labour that is used in 
research.. Growth results when the positive spillovers of the innovation 
(learningg effects) are larger than the negative spillovers (creative 
destruction). . 

Iff  growth is endogenous, there are two approaches towards cycles: cycles are 
causedd by growth (Kondratieff cycles) or, alternatively, the business cycle 
causess the growth rate to fluctuate. 

CyclicalCyclical growth 
Growthh can take the form of cycles as there is a negative relationship 
betweenn future and current research activities: more future research (a 
higherr chance of a future innovation) lessens the future profit opportunities 
off  present innovations (creative destruction because of the future 
innovation).. This mechanism can result in a perfect foresight equilibrium 
(PFE)) of cyclical growth (Aghion and Howitt(1998), 63/64)14. 

Anotherr reason for cyclical growth is that recessions, as Schumpeter stated, 
pavee the way "for new achievement of the kind which has created 
civilizationcivilization and made the greatness of this country" (cited in Stiglitz(1993), 
3).. Aghion and Howitt(1998) formalise this concept by introducing general 
purposepurpose technologies (GPT's, i.e. the steam engine, computers). The spread 
off  technological knowledge is modelled by usage of an epidemiological 
model. . 
Theree are three stages: discovery of the GPT (stage 0), experimentation (stage 
1)) and implementation (stage 2). After the discovery of a new GPT labour is 
devotedd to research, to determine the usage of this new technology in the 
ownn sector or firm. As more firms assign workers to experiment with the 

13lff  the economy has Keynesian characteristics, the government deficit generates new income, 
soo the rise in taxes or inflation is not evident. In this case the mechanism of Nordhaus 
generatess "political" growth. 
14Aghionn and Howitt(1998) describe this PFE as: nt = yf(nl+l ), with a two-cycle as (n°, n1) 

suchh that n° = y/ln1) and n1 = mn0), n is the amount of labour in research. 
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neww technology, less labour is available for productive activities (using the 
oldd GPT). Output declines further as more firms enter stage 1. 
Thee implementation of the new GPT depends on own discoveries of 
applicationss within the own firm or on imitation of other firms within the 
samee sector (Aghion and Howitt(1998)/ 254). 

Imitationn becomes easier when more firms make the transition from stage 1 
too 2. This accelerates the overall transition. Aghion and Howitt(1998) 
estimatee the transition to be at its peak at (about) 20 years after the discovery 
off  the new GPT. Macroeconomic production rises as labour is redirected 
towardss the new productive activities (using the new GPT): "cyclical 
downturnsdownturns may be the price that society needs to pay in order to implement 
thethe GPTs that deliver long-run growth" (Aghion and Howitt(1998), 244). 

Growthh based on the cost of R&D is also central to the 'extended cost-disease 
model'' of Baumol and Wolff(1992). They explain fluctuations in the growth 
ratee from the effects of growth itself. 
Thee economy is divided in two sectors. Information is produced in one 
sector,, using labour as an input (R&D). The other sector produces goods, 
usingg both information and labour as inputs. The labour productivity 
dependss on the amount of information used in the production process. 
Demandd and supply of information are determined by the price of 
information,, relative to the price of the good. Growth (a high demand for 
R&D)) causes the price of information to rise. This depresses demand for R&D 
inn the next period: labour productivity declines and a depression sets in. A 
cobwebb cycle in prices and demand in R&D follows. 
Dependingg on the way, the interaction between sectors is modelled, different 
kindss of behaviour (including chaotic fluctuations) can be observed. 

BusinessBusiness cycles to growth 
Iff  growth is generated endogenously, short-term changes influence long-
termm growth. Question is then if growth is a virtue of bad times (Aghion 
andd Howirt(1998)), or a characteristic of good times? 

GrowthGrowth through good times 
Changess in the level of production have an impact on growth through the 
Teamingg by domg'-mechanism or by stimulating research. 
Supposee the money stock to rise. Because of nominal rigidities (see the new-
Keynesiann approach above) or informational rigidities (see Lucas' rational 
expectations)) production rises in the short run. In the regular neo-classical 
tradition,, prices rise as menus are adjusted and information is spread 
throughoutt the economy. In the long run the money stock-price ratio wil l 
returnn towards its old level, as production does too. 

Whenn the growth rate is determined by learning-by-doing a temporal rise in 
employmentt causes knowledge to grow, so the growth rate increases 
permanently.. If the amount of labour spent on research depends positively 
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onn the level of production and /or negatively on the wage rate (assuming 
thee real wage to lag behind the rise in production, so real wages decline as 
pricess rise), labour is redirected from (direct) productive usage towards R&D. 
Thee rise in R&D-efforts raises the chances of the appearance of new 
innovations. . 

Bothh mechanisms assume a positive relationship between growth and the 
periodd of expansion. Stiglitz(1993) addresses the same relationship, using a 
modell  of technical change with credit rationing. The pressure on capacity 
andd the availability of resources during the expansion phase cause 
innovationss to develop. There is noo incentive to modernise production 
whenn the utilisation rate is below its normal level. "Typically, firms also 
reducereduce their expenditure on R&D and productivity enhancing expenditures. 
TheThe reduction in output reduces opportunities to "learn by doing" 
(Stiglitz(1993)// 3). Technical progress, in his opinion, takes place because of 
thee high level of costs and the pressure on the production capacity in a 
boom.. This leads to growth, but eventually to a situation of overproduction: 
thee cause of a recession. Innovation takes the form of labour saving new 
techniques.. This increases unemployment levels (given a low state of 
demand).. The instalment of new techniques has to be outweighed by the 
risee in production otherwise it will enhance the recession, instead of leading 
too a boom. 

Whenn the rise in production favours growth, productivity should be pro-
cyclical.. This procyclical behaviour (especially of the Solow-residual) is also 
foundd in empirical data. Recent research, however, finds evidence of 
countercyclicall  behaviour of productivity (Aghion and Howitt(1998), 239). 

GrowthGrowth and the virtue of bad times 
Agionn and Howitt(1998, 239) follow Schumpeter in describing a recession as 
aa "cleansing mechanism for reducing (or eliminating) organizational 
inefficienciesinefficiencies and resource misallocations" (also see Hayek's theory on the 
businesss cycle above). There are several reasons: 
1.. the 'lame duck' effect: a recession forces inefficient firms out of business, 

butt also provides higher entry costs for efficient firms; 
2.. the opportunity costs of (non-productive) activities as reorganisations are 

loww during a recession; 
3.. the 'disciplinary' effect: when the majority of firms reorganise during a 

recession,, those who do not wil l go bankrupt. 

Aghionn and Saint Paul(1991) modernise Schumpeter's vision in the 
'opportunityy costs-approach' of growth. Short-term recessions stimulate 
overalll  growth because the opportunity costs (foregone profits) of investing 
inn technological improvements and reorganisations are low in a recession 
comparedd to the opportunity costs of those activities during a boom. There 
aree two important differences between the opportunity-costs approach and 
thee Schumpeterian (Austrian) theory. The starting point of the latter is a 
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theoryy of the business cycle, involving the actual destruction of existing 
capital,, through the ending of investment projects and bankruptcy. Aghion 
andd Saint Paul rely on an exogenously generated business cycle, ignoring 
thesee effects of the downturn. 
Schumpeterr related growth to the great inventions, the link between growth 
andd fluctuations is the creative entrepreneur who carries out these new 
inventionss or rearranged factor inputs in a more efficient way, involving 
riskk taking and profit seeking. Aghion and Saint Paul also stress the 
importancee of new ideas and technical progress. In their model, however, 
innovationn is realised through expenditures on R&D and implemented 
automaticallyy without reference to the (time-consuming) process between 
inventionn and innovation. 

Vann Ewijk(1994) extended the opportunity costs-model of Aghion and Saint-
Paul.. Following Aghion and Saint-Paul(1991), the business cycle is 
representedd by exogenous fluctuations of the profit rate. Firms are assumed 
too make two decisions. First, they have to decide if, given the state of the 
profitt rate, they wil l be active (enter the market place) or become inactive 
(exitt the market place). The costs of becoming or remaining inactive are 
twofold.. There are entry-costs when the firm decides to become active again 
andd the knowledge (labour productivity) deteriorates because of the absence 
off  'learning-by-doing'. If the firm is active, the next decision to be made 
regardss the amount of labour dedicated to (non-productive) research, 
determiningg the growth rate of (labour) productivity. Using several 
restrictionss and assuming profit maximisation, van Ewijk(1994, 19) 
concludes:: "recessions, in particular deep and long recessions, lead to 
inactivityinactivity and idle resources, they have a negative effect on learning-by-
doingdoing and cause 'rusting' of existing knowledge [but] on the other hand, 
mildmild fluctuations which remain within the 'full employment' corridor may 
bebe beneficial to growth..[....]..this may help to explain why long and smooth 
cyclescycles like Schumpeter's 'Kondratieff wave' involve a positive relationship 
betweenbetween cycles and growth, while short and vehement 'Keynesian cycles' 
tendtend to be detrimental to long-run growth". Aghion and Howitt(1998) 
conclude,, based on empirical research, that small recessions are beneficial to 
growth,, whereas large fluctuations are obstacles for growth as they "increase 
thethe option value of delaying irreversible (R&D) investments" and "delay 
thethe diffusion of technological knowledge" (Aghion and Howitt(1998) 243). 

Helpman(1992),, focusing on international growth differences, distinguished 
betweenn two sorts of innovations: product- and process-innovation. 
Althoughh Helpman (1992) did not consider fluctuations, this distinction can 
bee applied to the process of innovation over the business cycle. During a 
depression,, in a declining market and a low wage rate, is R&D concentrated 
onn product innovation, leaving the labour-intensity of the production 
processs unchanged. When the economy recovers and labour costs rise, 
innovationn is turned towards process-innovation, lowering production 
costs.. In this interpretation of Helpman's distinction growth is advanced by 
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thee occurrence of short-term fluctuations, either by raising quality of by 
loweringg costs of production. Matsuyama(1999), for example, models an 
economyy in which there is a 'Solow regime', exhibiting classical growth 
throughh factor accumulation and a 'Romer regime', in which growth is 
innovationn led. 

66 Conclusion and summary 

Thiss chapter gave a survey of several theories that are brought forward to 
explainn the short-term fluctuations, which are classified as 'the business 
cycle'.. They can be classified using Frisch(1933)'s impulse-propagation 
problem.. At one end of the spectrum are the 'perpetuum mobile'-theories. 
Theirr research is aimed at an explanation of the mechanism responsible for 
thee fluctuations, the propagation mechanism (paragraph three). Contrary to 
thosee theories, there are 'Deus ex machina'-theories, assuming an 
inherentlyy non-fluctuating economy15, at least in the long run. The cycles 
aree seen as adjustments after an exogenous shock, the impulse (paragraph 
two). . 

Frisch(1933,, 197) asks "[H]ave these dynamic laws deduced from theory and 
showingshowing damped oscillations no value in explaining the real phenomena 
..?"...?". He concludes that exogenous impulses are necessary to explain 
persistentt fluctuations. Contrary to this, Haberler(1939, 10) states that "[F]or 
variousvarious reasons, it seems desirable, in the explanation of the business cycle, 
toto attach as little importance to the influence of external disturbances .. large 
swingsswings in the direction of prosperity and depression as we find them in real 
lifelife are difficult to explain solely by exogenous forces; and this difficulty 
becomesbecomes an impossibility when the alleged "disturbances" do not 
themselvesthemselves show a wavelike movement .. historical experience seems to 
demonstratedemonstrate that the cyclical movement has a strong tendency to persist, 
eveneven where there are no outstanding extraneous influences at work which 
cancan plausibly be held responsible". 

Economistss such as Schumpeter and Friedman accept the fact that 
disturbancess are both real and monetary. The different ways of propagation 
givee rise to endogenous persistent fluctuations: 
-- monetary mechanisms: involving the behaviour of banks, either only 
affectingg prices or also affecting production; 
-reall  mechanisms: the investment behaviour and the distribution of 
income; ; 
-psychologicall  mechanisms: self fulfillin g and counteracting behaviour 
causess fluctuations; 
-exogenouss mechanisms: non-economic behaviour can cause economic 
fluctuationss (political cycles). 

15I tt has to be noted that stability of the economy in this sense does not necessarily mean full 
employment.. As is shown by the simple multiplier-accelerator model, a long term equilibrium 
cann exist with unemployment. 
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Theree is some common ground. The different endogenous theories can be 
combinedd into a general theory on the business cycle. Once it is accepted that 
thee interest rate plays a role in determining intertemporal choices, there is 
ann interaction between the real and monetary sphere. This relationship is 
enhancedd when the psychological state of mind of businessmen and bankers 
(Mills '' psychological cycles) is taken into account. Take for example, a 
psychologicall  boom, caused by a (electorally motivated) decline in taxes 
(Nordhaus'' political cycle). Both entrepreneurs and bankers expect this to 
raisee production and increase profitability. Investment is increased and the 
availabilityy of credits expands. In the short run production rises more than 
thee initial tax reduction because of the additional (credit-financed) demand 
forr investment goods (Hawtrey-Hayek's monetary cycle). Assuming the 
taxess to be equally reduced for producers and consumers, both the demand 
forr producer goods as the demand for consumer goods has risen. The 
increasedd credit-financed demand for producer goods competes with the 
additionall  demand for consumer goods (Haberler's disproportionality 
argument).. The price of consumer goods rises relatively to that of producer 
goods,, wages rise (Hayek's transition of labour, Goodwin's conflict over the 
incomee distribution) and savings decline (countering forced savings). When 
thee past investments are implemented, production capacity in the producer 
goodss sector rises (Kalecki's investment cycle). 
Whenn real savings diminish and there is an excess capacity in the producers 
sector,, credits wil l be constrained (Hawtrey's credit /savings ratio). This 
createss a pessimistic state of mind, causing a depression to set in. If elections 
aree held in the foreseen future, the depression damages the chances for re-
election,, creating an incentive for politicians to lower taxes further. 
Thee duration of the fluctuations, caused by the combination of propagation 
mechanisms,, depends on the way the different groups (workers, 
entrepreneurs,, bankers and politicians) interact. 

AA macroeconomic model of the business cycle, which would capture the 
commonn features as described above, has to take into account: 
-thee relationship between the interest rate, savings/credits and the 
behaviourr of the banks; 
-thee conflict over income (profits versus wages) between workers and 
entrepreneurs; ; 
-thee decisions on investment and production, within firms, based on prices 
andd costs; 
-behaviourr of non-economic groups, such as politicians, who have a stake 
inn the performance of the economy and the possibilities to influence the 
behaviourr of the other stakeholders. 

Growthh remains implicit in many of the business cycle theories. Growth 
itselff  can be a source of long-term cycles as the amount of labour devoted to 
researchh and development fluctuates. Growth can also provide an 
exogenouss stimulus to short-term fluctuations. Uneven sectoral growth 
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ratess can cause pressure on supply (underconsumption theories: former 
productionn is present income) or on the labour market (Goodwin cycles: the 
accumulationn of capital deviates from the growth of the working force). 
Otherr theories (RBC-models) explain short run cycles as part of the 
adjustmentt process when innovations increase the growth rate. 
Whenn the growth rate is endogenous, short-term fluctuations influences 
thee long-term growth rate. The question is which situation, depression or 
boom,, causes growth to accelerate? In both situations, small fluctuations 
seemm more stimulating then large cycles. 
Thee research on the relationship between growth and the business cycle is 
relativelyy young and conclusive deductions are not yet made concerning the 
exactt relationship between growth and cycles. 

Reasonss for government interventions are threefold: 
-too stabilise the economy as the cyclical adjustments towards a new 
equilibriumm take too much time {Lucas' rational expectations, RBC-cycles); 
-too stabilise the economy because the structure itself is such that a new 
equilibriumm wil l not be reached; 
-too prevent the occurrence of depressions by lowering excess growth (Hayek). 
Thiss assumes both sincere behaviour from the government (Nordhaus' 
politicall  manipulation of the economy) and good knowledge of the 
economicc structure (to determine the goals and ends of the intervention). 

Yet,, another problem remains to be solved. Returning to the impulse-
propagationn problem, Goodwin( 1990, 63) can be paraphrased: when 
Tinbergenn (see for example Tinbergen(1943)) and Frisch introduced 
(dynamical)) mathematical methods in economic theory, they introduced a 
neww consistent way of looking at the economic system, but they also 
destroyedd a large body of theoretical knowledge16. Many mathematical 
dynamicc systems could and can not (yet) be analytically solved. This restricts 
thee mathematical representation of an economic theory to certain forms. 
Thesee systems can generate fluctuations, but within severe restrictions. 
Evenn the so-called chaos and catastrophe theory (for an expose on 
catastrophee theory in economics, see Rosser(1991)) requires certain 
boundariess for the system to be solvable. 

Itt is obvious that Frisch(1933), at the time and given the state of 
mathematics,, concluded that economic systems are, generally, stable and 
fluctuationss dampened. This denies the idea of an endogenous economic 
cycle.. Yet, successive periods of high and low growth can be seen in the 
economicc data. That econonomic fluctuations are difficul t to model and that 
businesss cycle-models are difficult to analyse in a general way, does not deny 
thee importance of analysing economic fluctuations. 

16Seee for example Frisch's comment on Aftalion: "I  do not think that Aftalion's analysis as 
originallyoriginally presented by himself can be characterized as a determinate analyse. By putting 
hishis arguments in equations one will  find that he does not have as many equations as 
unknowns",unknowns", Frisch(1933, 181). 
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